
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
Sum in Rs Sum in Rs Sum in Rs Sum in Rs Premium 1 Premium 2 Premium 3 Premium 4 Excess
insured 1 insured 2 insured 3 insured 4 in Rs in Rs in Rs in Rs

Wedding cancellation/ postponement** 2,00,000 4,00,000 6,00,000 8,00,000 1,200 2,400 3,600 4,800 2 % of the claim 
amount, subject to 

a minimum
Rs 15,000

Damage to property* 2,00,000 4,00,000 8,00,000 10,00,000 321 642 1,284 1,605 1% of the claim
Standard, fire & allied perils amount, subject to 
Can include: Residence decoration, hired venue, a minimum of
sets, decoration (break-up of details required) Rs 10,000
Personal accident 2,00,000 4,00,000 8,00,000 10,00,000 400 800 1,600 2,000
(Wider cover + 25% medical cover to named people,
including blood relations and relatives. Names to declared)
Money 2,00,000 4,00,000 8,00,000 10,00,000 200 400 800 1,000 1% of the claim 
Money in safe amount, minimum 

of Rs 10,000
Burglary 2,00,000 3,00,000 5,00,000 7,00,000 300 450 750 1,050 2% of the claim 
Jewellery, appliances given by blood relations amount, subject to 
and in-laws. Valuation certificates, bills needed a minimum of

Rs 15,000
Public liability 10,00,000 15,00,000 20,00,000 25,00,000 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 For property: 2%
To person/ property due to food poisoning, of the claim 
accidents at the venue, damage to the venue) amount subject to 

a minimum of
Rs 15,000

TOTAL 20,00,000 34,00,000 55,00,000 70,00,000 3,421 6,192 10,034 12,955
Net Premium with tax 3,770 6,824 11,057 14,276

* These sections are compulsory  #Blood relation is defined as parents, brothers, sisters of the bride or groom.

** Due to fire & allied perils, injury to bride/ groom or blood relations resulting in hospitalisation within 7 days to the printed declared wedding date is covered; damage to the insured's property / venue due to fire

& allied perils; damage to the venue due to riots, strike and malicious intent are covered. Expenditure on the following will be covered: Printing of cards, advances given to the wedding venue, advances given to

the caterer, advances for decoration, music etc., advances given for hotel room bookings and travel bookings subject to a maximum of  sum insured. Proof of expenditure is required for everything.

Cold feet knot covered 


